Italics Worksheet

*Edit the following sentences to correct the use of italics.*

1. When I am a millionaire, I will name my boat “Jedi Knight.”

2. The word pneumonic is one that I rarely use, but it is fun to say!

3. The movie “Signs,” starring Mel Gibson, makes me jump in two places.

4. Our instructor assigned reading the novel A Tale of Two Cities.

5. Making Puerto Rican tostones (also known as patacones) can be time consuming, but is well worth the time and effort.

6. The Beatles’ album Help serves as a soundtrack to their film with the same name.

7. “Stone Cold,” by David Baldacci, was riveting and kept Karl’s attention.

8. Whenever I say the words goofy and style, my niece breaks into her best Psy imitation of “Gangnam Style.”

9. “MASH,” the movie, caused the TV spin-off “MASH.”

10. Columbus’ main vessel was the “Santa Maria.”